7F, Cheongyang Bldg, 26, Saemunan-ro(1-ga Chungjeongno), Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea, 04516
Tel_ 82 . 2 . 6943 . 2600

Fax_ 82 . 2 . 771 . 9680

http://www/kadoption.or.kr/en
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President's Message
These days, the number of adoptees visiting Korea, their motherland, to search for their
identity has steadily increased, and this trend is expected to continue as it is their basic
human desire to be curious about and vaguely miss their homeland or birth parents.
Despite the fact that they were brought up in different cultures using different languages,
somewhere deep inside their mind lies a yearning towards something they originally
belong to.
The international community, on condition that the interests of a child are best secured,
has insisted on safeguarding adoptees and strengthened post-adoption services on a
national level. In order to meet the challenges of the times as well as to satisfy the
increasingly sophisticated demands of adoptees, Korea Adoption Services was
established with core services of searching for birth parents and providing a range of
post-adoption management.
We, Korea Adoption Services, understand that every adoptee deserves personalized
attention. For that end, we are ready to assist and coordinate adoption-related services in
an efficient and effective manner, helping adoptees discover their identity, encouraging
them to be proud of themselves as Koreans, and ultimately guiding them onto the path of
more meaningful life. Thank you.

Onhan Shin, President of KAS

Korea's History of
Adoption

The adoption program started with sending those war orphans and mixed-race children

Korea’s History of Adoption

overseas for adoption after the Korean War. Since then, both domestic and overseas adoption
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have persisted for the last 60 years. The number of orphans adopted at home and abroad for
the period of 1953 through 2014 stands at approximately 260,000.
Table 1. Adoption at home and abroad (unit: person)
Year

Total

Domestic Adoption

Intercountry Adoption

Total

261,122

93,786

167,336

1953~1961

4,365

168

4,197

1962~1970

16,771

9,971

6,800

1971~1980

73,452

25,205

48,247

1981~1990

91,862

26,533

65,329

1991~2000

35,349

13,026

22,323

2001~2010

32,885

14,887

17,998

2011

2,464

1,548

916

2012

1,880

1,125

755

2013

922

686

236

2014

1,172

637

535
Source: Ministry of Health and Welfare

Of the total, 93,000 orphans have been domestically adopted, while 167,336 orphans have
found their new homes in fifteen countries. Of those adopted overseas, a majority of 111,739
orphans have been adopted by the U.S. families, accounting for 67%, followed by France of
11,193, Sweden of 9,616, and the Netherlands of 4,099. (Table 2)
Table 2. Adoption by country: 166,138 (1958 – 2014)
by Year

Total

USA

France

Denmark

Sweden

Norway

Holland

Total

166,138

111,739

11,193

8,782

9,616

6,464

4,099

Belgium

Australia

Germany

Canada

Switzer
land

Italy

Luxem
burg

UK

Others

3,697

3,452

2,352

2,460

1,111

413

626

72

62

As of 2014, Korean orphans are being adopted by the families in 9 countries (USA, France,
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Australia, Canada, Italy, Luxemburg)

Respecting the best interests of the child
The Korean government ratified UN Convention on the Rights of the Child of 1989 and has

Convention on Intercountry Adoption are reflected and the government’s role in adoption is
emphasized. By improving the child protection system including the adoption system which
meets the global standards, the government revised the Act on Special Cases concerning
Adoption in 2011, which took effect in 2012 and allows the government, upon approval of the
family court, to decide whether the adoption can be in the best interests of the child. The
revised Act means increased government intervention in the previous adoption system which
only required approval of the Minister of Health and Welfare for overseas adoption and filing

Korea’s History of Adoption

implemented child-related policies which place top priority on rights and interests of the
child. In Act on Special Cases concerning Adoption revised in 2012, major principles of Hague

with the head of local authorities for domestic adoption up until 2011. In addition, by making
adoption consent of a birth parent valid starting seven days after the birth, the Act aims at
further increasing the possibility of the child living with his or her birth parents. Korea has
made every effort to meet international standards regarding adoption. In 2013, the Minister
of Health and Welfare signed Hague Convention on intercountry Adoption.

Efforts to facilitate domestic adoption
A child has to live with birth parents. However, if that is not the case, finding new parents
through adoption can be an option. Still, it is desirable for the child to be domestically adopted
by new parents of the same nationality and skin color, which is the basic philosophy of Hague
Convention on intercountry Adoption. Nonetheless, overseas adoption had outnumbered
domestic adoption until 2006. To promote domestic adoption, the government has come up
with various incentive measures such as subsidizing adoption fees, providing monthly
financial support of \150,000 per child adopted, and allowing adopted children to have free
medical services.
Thanks to the efforts to divert overseas adoption into domestic one, especially fueled by the
policies to protect original family as well as to put priority on protecting the child in the best in
best interest, the number of domestic adoption started to surpass that of overseas adoption
from 2007. Act on Special Cases concerning Adoption stipulates strengthened requirements
of adoptive parents, cooling-off period, approval of adoption by the family court to make sure
that the adoption procedure serves the best interests of the child.
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About
Korea Adoption Services
Post-Adoption Service and History

About Korea Adoption Services

Korea Adoption Services was established in 2012 under article 26 of the Act on Special Cases
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concerning Adoption with its objective of providing post-adoption services including birth
parents search by overseas adoptees, ratifying Hague Convention on intercountry Adoption,
and enhancing perception of the general public towards adoption.
Since the 1990s when those who had been adopted overseas before 1970 reached
adulthood, we have witnessed a sharp rise in homeland visit by overseas adoptees. These
adoptees try to search for their identity by exposing themselves to the tradition, culture, and
language of Korea in which they were born. Besides, many have expressed their strong
desire for information regarding their overseas parents. As the number of overseas adoptees
who are in their late teens or early twenties reaches the peak of 65,000, the demand for
post-adoption services including homeland visit, birth parents search, and the like has
surged. In particular, the recent media coverage of the plight of overseas adoptees, who
have undergone identity crisis and failed to adjust themselves to the new country,
subsequently falling into the vulnerable group, has generated a renewed interest in public
attention to and the government’s responsibility for them. Even for those successful
adoptees, their typical demand is related to birth parents search as they regard it as one of
their basic rights. Under these circumstances, there has been a need to organize a
specialized post-adoption support system to cope with increasing demands of overseas
adoptees.

1997
2009

07. 01 Instituted Adoption Information Center

06. 19 Obtained permission to establish KCARE(Korea Central
Adoption Resources) from the Ministry of Health and Welfare
07. 01 Opened Korea Central Adoption Resources

2010

12. 29 Recognized as a safe website by Korea Online Privacy Association

05. 11 Began operating an adoption centralized management system

2012

08. 05 Established Korea Adoption Services
11. 16 Intercountry Adoption Follow-up Management Program’
selected and enforced in National Policy Conference

2014

07. 01 Designated as a government-affiliated organization

2015

01. 01 Designated as an organization for public information sharing

(Ministry of the Interior)

(Ministry of the Interior)
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Aug. 5, 2012

Established Korea Adoption Services

Jul. 1, 1997

instituted Adoption Information Center
For a more effective follow-up management and
assistance in ‘searching birth parents’ service, the 4
adoption agencies in Korea, Holt Children’s Services Inc.,
Eastern Social Welfare Society, Social Welfare Society
Inc., and Korea Social Services Inc., collectively instituted
‘Adoption Information Center’ which began building
database based on the little records and information from
the agencies.
Jul. 1, 2009

instituted Korea Adoption Information Center
The Ministry of Health and Welfare reorganized
Adoption Information Center to Korea Adoption
Information Center and offered operating expenses.
KAIC added 25 new columns of information into the
database, including adopting and foster parents;
however, the lack of information on birth parents still
made it difficult to find them.

About Korea Adoption Services

2011

On Aug. 5, 2011, the government completely revised
the act on adoption and founded Korea Adoption
Services (KAS). It became a public office where the
state is responsible for providing operating and project
expenses. Since its foundation, the government has
transferred all duties concerning post-adoption
management and domestic adoption encouragement
project.
Nov. 16, 2012

‘Intercountry Adoption Follow-up Management
Program’ selected and enforced in National Policy
Conference
In the National Policy Conference presided by Prime
Minister on Nov 16, 2012, Chaemin Lim, Minister of
Health and Welfare, put forth ‘Intercountry Adoption
Follow-up Management Program’. It agenda consisted
of 1. Reinforce the role of KAS as the responsible entity
of ‘searching birth parents’ service, 2. Expand input
information in the integrated adoption information
system, 3. Review transfer of adoption information
from adoption agencies to public offices, and 4.
Increase support to ‘adopted people at risk’.

About
Korea Adoption Services
Policy Making Process and Function

About Korea Adoption Services

The objective of the organization is to promote domestic adoption and perform post-
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adoption management with less than 9 directors including one chief director and one auditor.
The chief director also serves as the standing President and is appointed by the Minister of
Health and Welfare. Directors and the auditor are nominated by the chief director and
appointed by the Minster of Health and Welfare. Other staff members are appointed and
dismissed by the chief director, which is reported to the Minister of Health and Welfare.
The term of the chief director is 2 years and is allowed to serve another term.

Board of Directors
Title

Name

Affiliation

Chairman

Onhan Shin

Korea Adoption Services President

Director(Committee)

Population and Child Policy Officer, Ministry of Health and Welfare
Human Rights Officer, Ministry of Justice
Jinsook Kim
Myungsuk Oh

Director

Auditor

Eastern Social Welfare Society President

(John Compton)

G.O.A.'L (Global Overseas Adoptees' Link)Advisor

Kyungkwon Lee

LK Partners Law Firm, Representative Attorney

Myungsook Lee

Naury Law Firm, Representative Attorney

Younhee Han

Icheon Life Forest Representative

Namsoon Huh

Social Service Institute 'Hanwool' President

Kyunghwan Lee

Hwawoo Law Firm, Attorney

The organization is composed of three departments, Management and Planning, External
Relations, and Post-Adoption Services, under the secretary general.
Department of Management & Planning is responsible for the board of directors, operation,
and budget.
Department of External Relations is in charge of supporting adoption-related external
relations and enhancing perception towards adoption.
Department of Post-Adoption Services provides adoption-related counseling as well as
assists overseas adoptees with their search for birth parents, their homeland visits, or their
settlement in Korea.
Another important mission is to locate adoption-related documents from those institutions
engaged in overseas adoption in the past, but now closed, groups, or individuals and transfer
them to KAS.

Board of Directors

About Korea Adoption Services

Organization Chart of KAS

President
&
Chairman

Secretary
General

Dept. of
Management
& Planning

Dept. of
Post-Adoption
Services

Dept. of
External
Relations

Public Nature of KAS and Legal Characteristics
Relation with Ministry of Health and Welfare
Korea Adoption Services was founded in accordance with the ‘Act on Special Cases concerning
Adoption' enforced in Aug. 2012. The chief of directors shall hold the standing office of the
president of the organization and is appointed by the Minister of Health and Welfare (Article 27,
Special Act on Adoption). The directors and auditor are recommended by the chief of directors and
appointed by the Minister of Health and Welfare (Article 29, Special Act on Adoption).

The Ministry of Health and Welfare is the supervising entity of KAS and reserves the authority to
have KAS make reports and inspect KAS concerning its operation, finances and assets (Article 30,
Special Act on Adoption).

The operating expense of KAS is provided by the government.
Relation with Private Adoption Agencies
The president of KAS is authorized to demand document and information pertinent to adoption
to public offices and private adoption agencies. Unless in a special circumstance, the institutes
shall conform to the demand (Article 39, Special Act on Adoption).

Status of KAS Staff Members
The staff members of KAS shall be regarded as public officials when applied Articles 129 to 132
of the Criminal Act (Article 43, Special Act on Adoption).
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Services for
Birth Parents
Search

Services for
Birth Parents Search
Assisting adoptees with their search for birth parents

The number of requests for adoption information disclosure sharply rose from 258 in
2012 to 1600 in 2014 and is expected to steadily increase over time. The adoptee may
request his or her adoption-related information and/or information on birth parents
from KAS or an adoption agency concerned. To do so, the adoptee has to submit
Adoption Information Disclosure Form and the copy of ID to either KAS or the adoption
agency. An adoptee can obtain the birth parents information at the time of adoption.
What adoption information can be released?
The information includes personal information on birth parents at the time of adoption
(name, date of birth, address, contact number), background information at the time of
adoption (ages of birth parents at the time of adoption, regions of their residence, date
of adoption, reasons for adoption), personal information on the adoptee (name before
adoption, address, date of birth and place of birth, resident registration number), and
the adoption agency-related information(name, address, contact number of the
assistance facility and/or the adoption agency where the child stayed before adoption)
What is the essential information needed to search birth parents?
Once the adoptee’s birth parents are located, it is of great importance to confirm
whether they agree to have their personal information released or to meet with the
adoptee. Prior to the revision of the Act on Special Cases concerning Adoption, an
adoption agency managed to locate birth parents with the help of the police. However,
since the revision of the Act on Special Cases concerning Adoption in 2012, Korea
Adoption Services has taken over the task of locating the whereabouts of birth parents.
From 2013, the Public Information Sharing Network made it possible for Korea Adoption
Services to locate birth parents in a prompt fashion, while constantly keeping
communication channel open with the local authorities and the police for other
occasions.
What are the procedures of searching for birth parents?
After filling out the adoption information disclosure form, the adoptee can submit it
either with Korea Adoption Services or with an adoption agency.

Services for Birth Parents Search

Who are my parents?
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Services for
Birth Parents Search

Services for Birth Parents Search

1-1 When request is made with Korea Adoption Services
1

Request is made with request form and a copy of ID

2

Send an official document requesting the adoption agency to provide the applicant’s
adoption information and related documents

3

Receive the applicant’s adoption information and related documents from
the adoption agency

4

Review the adoption information and documents
(confirm the information requested by the adoptee)
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5

When personal information on birth parents is available, try to locate the residence
(intrinsic task of Korea Adoption Services)
- In the case of resident registration number being available, utilize Public Information Sharing Network.
When resident registration number is not accurate or when only the name, date of birth and/or address
at the time of adoption are available with no resident registration number, refer to the National Police
Agency for further information.
| What is Public Information Sharing Network? |
When the adoptee made a request for adoption information disclosure before we had no access to
public information sharing network, we had no choice but to rely on local authorities for
information and administrative delays were inevitable. With public information sharing network, it
is possible for us to ascertain the information of birth parents, greatly reducing the processing time.
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Follow-up measures upon locating birth parents
- On successfully locating birth parents, a formal request will be sent to the given address by registered
mail or telegram, to which birth parents respond whether to consent to the information disclosure or not.
- When birth parents cannot be located, only adoption-related information excluding personal information
on birth parents is made available.

7

For further information
on birth parents search

Follow-up measures regarding birth parents’ consent to information disclosure or reunion
- When birth parents give their consent, adoption-related information including personal information on
birth parents is made available.
- When birth parents refuse to give their consent or their consent cannot be obtained for whatever reason,
only adoption-related information excluding personal information on birth parents is made available.

Tel

82-2-6943-2654, 2656
e-mail

For Korean and English speakers
> familysearch2@gmail.com

For French speakers
> familysearch2fr@gmail.com
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Assisting reunion between birth parents and the adoptee
- Pre-reunion counseling for both birth parents and the adoptee on a continuous basis, along with
services for exchange of correspondence or interpretation.

Adoptee

Request
received

Make a
request

No
information
on
birth
parents

(excluding
birthparents
information)

Not
consent

Consent

Request for adoption document
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Yes
residential
reg. no.

No
residential
reg. no.

Use PISN

National Police
Agency or
other related
agencies

No
Consent
from
birth
parents

Search birth parents'
address
Yes

Provide
document

Yes
information
on
birth
parents

Review
documents

Provide
adoption
documents
and
information

Reunion

Adoption
Agency

KAS

Services for Birth Parents Search

| Process of Adoption Information Disclosure (KAS)|

Request for address

Services for
Birth Parents Search

Services for Birth Parents Search

1-2 When request is made with adoption agencies
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1

Request is made with request from and the copy of ID

2

An adoption agency keeps the original version and internally reviews the adoptee’s
adoption-related documents. (confirm the information requested by the adoptee)

3

When personal information on birth parents is available, make a request to KAS for
locating current residence of birth parents (utilizing PISN)
- KAS receives the request from an adoption agency – locates birth parents either using public
information sharing network or securing cooperation from National Police Agency – notify an
adoption agency of the result.

4

Follow-up measures upon locating birth parents
- On successfully locating birth parents, a formal request will be sent to the given address by
registered mail or telegram, to which birth parents respond whether to consent to the information
disclosure.
- When birth parents cannot be located, only adoption-related information excluding personal
information on birth parents is made available.

5

Follow-up measures regarding birth parents’ consent to information disclosure or reunion
- When birth parents give their consent, adoption-related information including personal
information on birth parents is made available.
- When birth parents refuse their consent or their consent cannot be obtained for whatever reason,
only adoption-related information excluding personal information on birth parents is made available.
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Assisting reunion between birth parents and the adoptee
-Pre-reunion counseling for both birth parents and the adoptee on a continuous basis, along with
services for exchange of correspondence or interpretation.

Adoption Agency

Adoptee

KAS

Request
received

Make a
request

No
information
on
birth
parents

Review
documents

Yes
information
on
birth
parents

Request for
address

Services for Birth Parents Search

| Process of Adoption Information Disclosure (Adoption Agency)|
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Provide
adoption
documents
and
information
(excluding
birthparents
information)

Not
consent

Yes
residential
reg. no.

No
residential
reg. no.

Use PISN

National Police
Agency or
other related
agencies

No
Notify the result

Reunion

Consent

Consent
from
birth
parents

Search birth parents'
address

Yes

Adoption agency information for searching birth parents
Social Welfare Society
82-2-567-8891

swspas@sws.or.kr

Eastern Social Welfare Society
82-2-3142-5821
postadoption@eastern.or.kr

Holt Children's Services Inc.

Korea Social Services Inc.

82-2-6938-5550~8

82-2-908-9191

holtkorea@hotmail.com

kssinc@kssinc.org

Services for
Birth Parents Search

Services for Birth Parents Search

02 Efforts to preserve adoption-related documents possibly leading to
locating birth parents
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Permanent preservation of adoption-related documents
From the list of children’s facilities, through children welfare associations, or through counseling for
adoptees, quite a few facilities and institutions have come to our attention. KAS tries to locate those
facilities or institutions which might have adoption-related records.
Visit the agency in question and introduce KAS’s project of permanently preserving adoption records
to secure the agency’s consent.
Scan the materials on the premises for permanent preservation. In order to facilitate ‘information
search’, the work of extracting key data is simultaneously performed.
Digitalized data is added to ACMS to be employed for adoption information disclosure and
consequently for birth parents search.
Procedure to digitalize adoption records held by closed agencies
Locate adoption records
and review their current
status

Persuade the agency in
question into computerizing adoption records

Extracting metadata ,
scanning, and testing

Transfer the records
to KAS

Procedure to digitalize adoption records held by adoption agencies
Selecting adoption records
subject to computerization
※ focusing on adoptees
born in the 80s and 90s

Extracting metadata
and entering data
into ACMS

Testing data entered

Completion of entering
data into ACMS
for birth parents search

Database of adoption agencies
In collaboration with adoption agencies currently in operation, a database is being built for their 230,000
cases of adoption information (birth parents, adoptees, adoptive parents) spanning the period between
the 1950s through August, 2014 .
With a high priority placed on the four major adoption agencies (Social Welfare Society, Eastern Social
Welfare, Korea Social Service, Holt Children Services) which account for 96% of the total cases, KAS
started its database project in 2013 and has successfully computerized a total of 79,653 cases
(approximately 34%) as of 2015. KAS will continue to cooperate with adoption agencies to complete
database for the remaining cases.

03 Operation of Adoption Centralized Management System (ACMS)

adoptive parents, prospective adoptive parents), which adoption agencies for overseas
and domestic adoption at home and abroad used to keep, has been compiled into a
database. Through the system, integrated adoption information is being managed in a
systematic and professional way and can be utilized to provide post adoption services for
the adoptee as well as to promote domestic adoption, The system has made it possible for
KAS to effectively support ‘birth parents search’ and ‘search for prospective adoptive
family’ as well as to streamline its services centering on adoption.
ACMS database is accessible by a number of authorized members of the organization.

Services for Birth Parents Search

ACMS of KAS is a system where adoption-related information (adoptees, birth parents,
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Adoptee·Birth Parents·
(Prospective) Adoptive Parents

Adoption Agency

Birth Parents
Search

Management on
counseling records
on adoption information disclosure
Computerize
procedure of
locating the where
about birth parents
Address and
contact information

Match
children
with their
parents

Operation of ACMS
ACMS database is
accessible by a number
of authorized members
of the organization.

Post adoption
sevice record
management
system

Enhance
efficiency of
adoption
process

Protection
of adoption
information

Citizenship
acquisition for
overseas adoptees
Integrated Information Management on National Level

Services
for Overseas
Adoptees

Services for Overseas
Adoptees
01 Assistance to overseas adoptees
Entrusted by the Ministry of Health and Welfare, KAS has been carrying out ‘post-adoption
services project for both domestic and overseas adoptees’ since 2013. This is to publicly invite
programs for domestic and overseas adoptees, then select and provide funding to those
programs that are deemed to help foster positive self-identity. Major programs being funded
are as follows:
Homeland visit : Provide the overseas adoptees or adoptive parents with an opportunity to visit
Korea and help them connect with their country of birth. They participate in carefully designed
programs where they can experience Korean culture and travel through the nation, and explore
the history of Korea.
Korean language training : For those adoptees wishing to learn Korean during their visit, a
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language training program is offered so that they can ultimately make themselves understood
in Korean.
Assistance for relocation to Korea : For those overseas adoptees who consider mid-to longterm stay in Korea or who want to settle down, a range of services are provided for their stable
adaptation and self-support. The services include counseling for administrative affairs and
providing information on various cases encompassing reinstatement of citizenship,
employment, legal issues, financial matters, social services, etc. G.O.A.'L and KoRoot have
been providing this service.
-Koroot supports ‘cultural art project of overseas adoptees’ and InKAS offers services ranging from
homeland visit of adoptees, their families, and groups to language training, counseling for employment
and business startup, and legal matters.

Supporting events (including cultural art events): In order to expand the understanding about
overseas adoptees, events are held in the form of seminars, symposiums, and workshops on
overseas adoption. Moreover, those events, including exhibitions and cultural art events
where overseas adoptees can participate, are encouraged and supported.
Support IKAA Gathering : IKAA was established in 2004 with an objective of forming solidarity
and enhancing cultural exchange among groups of overseas adoptees with groups from the
U.S and Europe serving as members. IKAA holds Gathering event annually. The event is held in
Korea every three years. At the event of 2013, 700 overseas adoptees and their family
members gathered in Korea.
Temporary housing for visiting adoptees: As the number of overseas adoptees visiting or
living in Korea increases, a variety of accommodations including homestay are provided.

| For further information |
Tel

InKAS

T.82-2-3148-0258
- Guesthouse offers a unique chance to experience Korean culture at a reasonable price.
Rooms are available for one person, two persons, and groups.

Tel

-Homestay : It is possible to experience Korean culture. A long stay might be available in some instances.

T.82-2-3210-2451

KoRoot

Services for Overseas
Adoptees

Services for Overseas Adoptees

02 Livelihood and medical support for adoptees in crisis
Provide emergency shelter

Medical services for adoptees

The shelter is for those adoptees deported

1 Seoul Red Cross Hospital

from the adoptive country due to failure to
acquire citizenship and crime, those mentally
unstable including drug addicts, those
involved in sudden accidents, those injured
from illnesses, fire, or violence, or those
suffering from identity confusion or having
difficulty adjusting and settling down. The

(9, Saemoos nan-ro, Jongro-gu, Seoul)

The adoptee has access to the hospital after
three moths from the date of entry to Korea and
the amount of financial support is determined
through counseling with the upper limit being
equivalent to 50% of medical bill. No financial
support is provided for prescription drugs.
The procedures is as follows.

term is 6 months and can be extended for
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another six months depending the individual

Visit Seoul Red Cross Hospital
(Healthy Neighbor Center) and consult

situations. Programs offered include
employment related counseling, language

Ascertain the range of financial support and
arrange an appointment depending on consultation

training, and psychological counseling.
Medical treatment (psychiatry,
family medicine, hematology & medical oncology,
gynecology, pediatrics, etc)
If necessary, arrange another appointment
and prescribe medicine (no financial support)

2 Raphael Clinic
(43-gil 7, Changgkyeongkoong-ro,Seongbuk-gu, Seoul)

The adoptee has access to the clinic after three
months from the date of entry to Korea.
Treatment and prescription drugs are free. Open
from 10:00– 5:00 on Sundays. The procedure is
as follows.
Red Cross Hospital

Reception > Dept. of Post-Adoption
Service, KAS
Tel > 82-2-6943-2651~5
e-mail > csj@kadoption.or.kr

Make a request
Notification
Preliminary examination/Examination

Raphael Clinic

Reception deadline >
Morning 11:30
Afternoon 15:00

Treatment
Receive prescription drugs

04 Support overseas adoptees
through embassies and consolates

Ascertain whether overseas adoptees have

Assist self-help gatherings through

acquired citizenship in the adoptive country

diplomatic establishments abroad : As part

to secure their legal rights.

of post-adoption management, KAS has

Trace and manage those overseas adoptees

been supporting self-help programs of

whose acquirement of citizenship has not

overseas adoptees through diplomatic

been verified.

channels.

When the child is adopted overseas, it is of
utmost importance for him or her to acquire
citizenship so that his or her legal rights are
safeguarded. However, there have been
some instances where adoptees were
deported due to their failure to acquire
citizenship. In collaboration with adoption
agencies, continuous efforts are being made
to verify the status of those adoptees
(15,556 as of September 2015) whose
citizenship has not been confirmed.

Services for Overseas Adoptees

03 Ascertain acquirement of
citizenship and follow-up support
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List of adoption-affiliated associations
The Ministry of Health and Welfare : Team of Special Measures on Adoption
Team of Special Measures on Adoption performs the following functions : Supports adoptive families,
promotes domestic adoption, overseas the harmonization of the Act on Special Cases concerning
Adoption with the Hague Intercountry Adoption Convention ratification, and sets policies on post
adoption services for domestic and overseas adoption.
The Korea Adoption Services belongs to the Ministry of Health and Welfare, and the Team of Special
Measures on Adoption entrusts it with promoting post adoption services and domestic adoption,
providing information and consultation to the relevant Ministries, and preparing for the ratification of
the Hague Intercountry Adoption Convention.
Tel_ Ministry of Health and Welfare Call Center 82-129, 82-44-202-2361
Homepage_ www.mohw.go.kr Fax_ 82-44-202-3967
Address_ Department of Population Policy,
Ministry of Health and Welfare, 7th, 13 Doum 4-ro, Sejong-si, Republic of Korea

Adoption Agency & NGO / Organization
Name
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Adoption
Agency

Adoption
Organization

Adoption
program
Terminated
(Post
adoption
services
only)

Address

Telephone/email

Holt Children
Services, Inc. (Holt)

382-14, Hapjeong-dong,
Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

82-2-6938-5550~7

Eastern Social Welfare
Society (ESWS)

493 Changcheon-dong,
Seodaemoon-gu, Seoul,
Korea

82-2-3142-5821

Social Welfare
Society (SWS)

718-35, Yeoksam-dong,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

82-2-567-8891

53-56 Cheongwoon-dong,
ongro-gu, Seoul, Korea

82-2-3210-2451

Koroot
International Korean
Adoptee Service(InKas)

#703, Bok-Chang building,
80, Sogongdong, Jungku,
Seoul, Korea

82-2-3148-0258

82-2-535-3217

Nest Korea

#308 Olympia building,
196 Jamsilbon-dong,
Songpa-gu, Seoul, Korea

Korea Social Service,
Inc. (KSS)

533-3, Ssangmun-dong,
Dobong-gu, Seoul, Korea

Seoul Adventist Hospital
Orphanage (Sahmyook
Medical Center)

29-1, Hwigyeong 2(I)-dong,
Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul,
Korea

Pearl S. Buck Foundation
Korea

4th Fl., Jungwook Building,675
Simgokbon-dong,Sosa-gu,
82-32-207-7179
Bucheon, Kyeonggido, Korea psbfk@paran.com

Busan Missing Children's
Home (Namkwang Social
Service Inc.)

san-151, Nopo-dong,
Geumjeong-gu, Busan,
Korea

holtkorea@hotmail.com

postadoption@eastern.or.kr

swspas@sws.or.kr

master@koroot.org

inkas21@yahoo.co.kr

nestkorea@hotmail.com

82-2-908-9191
kssinc@kssinc.org

82-2-2210-3634

82-51-508-1997

Adoptee / Adoptive Family
Name

Location

Website

International Korean Adoptee
Associations Network (IKAA)

International

ikaa.org/ko

AK Connection

Minnesota (US)

www.akconnection.com

Asian Adult Adoptees of
Washington (AAAW)

Seattle(US)

aaawashington.org/
wpress

Association of Korean
ADoptees San Francisco (AKASF)

San Francisco(US)

www.akasf.com

Association of Korean Adoptees
Southern California (AKASoCal)

Southern California(US)

aka-socal.org

Boston Korean Adoptees (BKA)

Boston (US)

www.bkadoptee.org

Korean Adoptees of Hawaii (KAHI)

Hawaii(US)

www.kahawaii.org

Canada

www.aaabritishcolum
bia.ca

Korean Canadian Children's Association

Canada

http://www.kccato.com

Arierang

Netherlands

www.arierang.nl/s2

Dongari

Switzerland

www.dongari.ch/index.
html

Kimchi

Switzerland

www.kimchi.ch

Korea Klubben

Denmark

www.koreaklubben.org

Racines Coreennes

France

www.racinescoreennes.
org

Adoptee
Triple ABC
Organizations

Global Overseas Adoptees‘ Link (G.O.A'L) Korea

goal.or.kr

Truth and Reconciliation for the
Adoption Community of Korea (TRACK)

Korea

justicespeaking.word
press.com

Adoptee Solidarity Korea (ASK)

Korea

www.adopteesolidarity.
org

Korean American Adoptee Adoptive
Family Network (KAAN)

USA

www.kaanet.com

USA

emailkids.wordpress.
com

Korea

www.mpak.org

Adoptive
Korean Identity
Family
Organizations Development Society (KIDS)

Mission to Promote Adoption
in Korea(MPAK)
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Organizations supporting post adoption
services for Overseas Korean Adoptees
in Korea
1. G.O.A.'L (Global Overseas Adoptee's Link)
G.O.A.'L was established in March, 1998 in Seoul by European and U.S Korean adoptees in
collaboration as a non-profit, nongovernmental organization. G.O.A.'L plays an important role
to assist returning adoptees as the number of return is increasing and claim their right to know
about their birth. G.O.A.'L's focus is to inform Korean society and government about the
existence of overseas adopted Koreans by being positive link between adoptees and Korean
society. One of main works is to provide post reunion service with appropriate translation and
interpretation services. G.O.A.'L also supports adoptees who are looking for birthfamilies with
Birth Family Search Directory and utilize media (YTN and KBS) and magazine (Guide Post). It is
important for G.O.A.'L to raise awareness regarding issues of Korean adoption and break down
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the walls of prejudice and misunderstanding and make adoptee's voice heard through seminars
and publishing related adoption information.
2. International Korean Adoptee Service (InKAS)
InKAS was established in 1999 and mission and goal of InKAS is to support over 220,000
adoptees and adoptive families from 14 different countries worldwide in post adoption service.
It's a global organization that serve adoptive community and link Korean society and overseas
Korean adoptees.
3. KoRoot
KoRoot provides lodging, educational and cultural projects for returnee adoptees and promote
awareness in Korean society. Contribution of volunteers as well as members of KoRoot made it
possible to help adoptees see proper view and insight into the birth-place and provide best
arrangement possible during their stay in Korea.
4. Nest Foundation (Doongji=Nest)
Doongji=Nest is an non-profit organization, established to support overseas Korean adoptees
who visit their mother country. Doongji means a nest in Korean and this explains the purpose of
the organization. Doongji provides warm nest with love to those who visit Korea. They provide
free pick-up from the airport, help to find a nice home stay, support in birth family search, and
introduce Korean culture.

Contact Us
Guidance on using counseling services

Telephone
counseling
82-2-6943-2651~7

E-mail
counseling
for Korean & English
familysearch2@gmail.com

Online
counseling
www.kadoption.or.kr

Face to face
counseling
Please visit the KAS after
making an appointment.

for French
familysearch2fr@gmail.com

We offer counseling services to help you deal with a variety of problems regarding adoption.
Service hours | Monday to Friday(09:00~18:00)

